If 1 = 2 ⊕ 3, then 1 = 2 ⊙ 3: Bell states, finite groups, and mutually unbiased bases, a unifying approach. 
Introduction
We showed recently [1] , in the framework of quantum cloning, that in dimension N = 4 different classes of Bell states can be defined, that are associated to different groups of permutations of the N basis states. These Bell states were also shown to be invariant in the dual basis that can be associated to the permutation group. We show in the present paper that this construction can be generalized, and that we can generate a group of N 2 unitary transformations, that consists of N + 1 + i subgroups with N elements (N − 1 elements plus the identity), which are in one to one correspondence with N + 1 + i bases (i is a positive integer equal to zero in prime dimensions only). We show that these bases form a complete set in the sense that they allow us to perform a full tomography of an arbitrary quantum state.
We recover, in a synthetic formulation, the well-known results that can be found in the litterature relatively to the existence of complete sets of mutually 2 unbiased bases [2] in dimensions p and p m (with p prime and m a positive integer [3, 4] ). A crucial element of the construction is the existence of a finite commutative division ring (field 3 ) of N elements. As it is well known, finite fields with N elements exist if and only if the dimension N is a prime or a power of a prime, and the derivation of a set of mutually unbiased bases is already known in such cases. We derive in the last section an expression for the mutually unbiased bases, in terms of the underlying field, in prime power dimensions. Beside, our approach also provides a complete set of (not necessary mutually unbiased) bases in arbitrary dimensions. Actually, in the example that we work out in detail in the second section (for which the essential symmetry group is the cyclic shift modulo N), such bases are eigenbases of the groups of error operators that found many applications in quantum information. Nevertheless, our method is valid in more general situations and can be applied directly to other symmetry groups. For instance, when the dimension is a prime or the power of a prime, we recover the well-known complete set of mutually unbiased bases, but the novelty is that they appear, in our approach, to be related to a finite group of symmetry, the group that maps Bell states onto Bell states, which in turn is intimately related to an intrinsic subgroup of the permutation group of N elements. There exist several applications of these methods in the framework of quantum information (the mean king's problem [5, 6, 7, 8] , error correction [9] , quantum cryptography ( [10] to [14] ) and so on. Our approach makes it possible to derive all the useful tools, in a self-consistent manner, once we identified the relevant symmetry of the problem under consideration, which simplifies considerably the treatment.
The dual basis
Let us consider C, the generator of the cyclic permutations that shifts each label of the states of the computational basis ({|0 , |1 , ..., |N − 1 }) by unity (l → l + 1 (modN)). These permutations form a commutative group that is isomorphic to the addition modulo N. It is easy to check that the multiplication (modulo p) forms a 2 Two orthonormal bases of a N dimensional Hilbert space are said to be mutually unbiased if whenever we choose one state in the first basis, and a second state in the second basis, the modulus squared of their in-product is equal to 1/N . 3 A field is a set with a multiplication and an addition operation which satisfy the usual rules, associativity and commutativity of both operations, the distributive law, existence of an additive identity 0 and a multiplicative identity 1, additive inverses, and multiplicative inverses for every element, 0 excepted. commutative ring which is distributive relatively to the addition. generalizing the procedure outlined in [1] , we define the dual basis as follows:
In the equation 1, the symbol ⊙ F represents the multiplication modulo p, while γ F is taken to be equal to the Nth root of unity (γ F = e i.2π/N ). The index F is aimed at indicating that the dual basis is the discrete Fourier transform of the computational basis. Remark that this definition can be enlarged in order to cover the case of different additions and multiplications as we shall see soon. It is easy to check that the dual states are invariant, up to a global phase, under (the cyclic group generated by) C. Indeed, we have:
where the symbols ⊕ F and ⊖ F represent the addition modulo p, and its inverse. Beside, as we showed in refs. [14] and [1] , we can define the generalized Bell states 4 as follows:
In this definition, we introduced the basis |k * which is the complex conjugate basis of the direct basis |k . This does not make any difference when |k is the reference (computational) basis but it does when the Bell states are defined relatively to a basis that possesses states with complex amplitudes when they are expanded in the computational basis. For instance, in the dual basis, we find the following Bell states:
We made use of the essential property
where p and q are integer numbers, and N an arbitrary non-null integer number. Note that this property can be generalized to:
Indeed, the dual Fourier basis is not the unique interesting dual basis that can be associated to the computational basis. We showed for instance in Ref. [1] that, in dimension N = 4, there exists another interesting dual basis (the double Hadamard transform of the computational basis) that can be re-expressed as follows:
⊙ H 0 1 2 3  0  0 0 0 0  1  0 1 2 3  2  0 2 3 1  3  0 3 1 2   Table 1 : The Hadamard product in dimension 4. This basis corresponds to another choice of γ (here γ H = −1). The corresponding mutiplication, which is listed in the table 1 is also different from the multiplication modulo 4.
This multiplication in turn is distributive relatively to the addition listed in table 2.
Both operations are commutative as can be seen from the symmetry of the tables 1 and 2 under transposition. Moreover, the multiplication table, amputed from the first line and column exhibits an invertible (group) structure.
Just to give an idea, the corresponding operations, in the Fourier case, (multiplication and addition modulo 4) are listed in tables 3 and 4. One can check that the multiplication modulo 4 is distributive relatively to the addition modulo 4. In the Fourier case in dimension 4 however, the amputed table of multiplication does not represent a group because it contains the element 0, so that the amputed multiplication is not a closed operation. An important property, that characterizes γ F and γ H as well, is that they represent the corresponding additive groups, more precisely they are endowed with the following property: γ
, where G represents in this case either the F or the H operations, but in general it could also represent a different group. This property was already recognised in [1] , and abundantly used. This property is obvious in the Fourier case (addition and multiplication modulo N), but in the Hadamard case, we can explain it as follows: the Hadamard addition table respects parity. This is why in this case γ H = −1.
Actually, the structure of the Hadamard operation is elucidated if, formally, we express quartits as products of two qubits:
It is then easy to check the following property: If |i 4 = |i 1 2 ⊗ |i 2 2 , and
Remark that the property
is true for the Fourier multiplication and the Hadamard multiplication as well. We have also a dual relation between Bell states in both cases as shows the following generalization of the proof given in Ref. [1] for the case N = 4:
As it was shown in [1] , the dual states (and the generalized Bell states as well) can be derived from the knowledge of the fundamental permutation group P G defined as follows:
Obviously, this group possesses the following composition law:
The dual states are invariant under this group:
This is also true for the generalized Bell states:
Note that the group P i G acts covariantly on one of the quNits and contravariantly onto the other one. It is easy to generalize the Fourier construction for arbitrary dimensions, and the Hadamard construction to dimension 2 m , with m a positive integer. Without much difficulty, it is also possible to generalize this construction to the dimension p m , with p a prime number. The Hilbert space is then seen as the product (m times) of p dimensional Hilbert spaces, and the corresponding γ G is the pth root of unity e i(2π/N ) (by doing so, we obtain an extended parity, which takes N values, and corresponds to the rest obtained after division by p). The addition is then obtained from the addition modulo p restricted to each of the Hilbert spaces, similarly to the Hadamard construction in dimension 4 (componentwise addition of m-uples). This is due to the fact that for dimensions equal to powers of prime, with the componentwise addition derived from the addition modulo p it is known that a finite field exists, so there exists a multiplication which is distributive relatively to the addition (see [15] and references therein for a recent contribution on the subject). It is worth noting that a field structure is not necessary in order to derive a dual basis, and generalized Bell states as in this section: it could occur that "exotic" additions and multiplications exist for a given dimension N such that the multiplication is distributive and both operations are commutative (operations modulo N are a good candidate). Then a dual basis exists according to the construction described in this section. It could even be that the requirement of commutativity is too strong and could be relaxed, but this is out of the scope of the present paper.
Construction of N -other dual bases
The construction of other dual bases is straightforward, taking account of the fact that Bell states remain Bell states in the dual basis, thanks to the duality relation (16) , and that they remain Bell states under the action of two groups: the fundamental group of permutation P G expressed in the computational basis (17) , and the same group expressed in the dual basisP G :
In the computational basis, these transformations are expressed as follows:
It is easy to check that P (17) and (26). In order to study the group of transformations generated by the composition of P i G andP i G , it appears to be convenient to introduce the following new and compact notation:
Here, the product . expresses the matricial product (the usual composition law of two unitary transformations).
is the identity, the following identities are fulfilled:
Note thatP i G and P j G do not commute:
Actually, we recover a commutation rule that is known as the Weyl commutation rule, and was already derived before in the study of mutually unbiased bases [16, 6] . By a straightforward computation, we can now derive the law of composition of these N 2 unitary transformations:
Up to a global phase, this looks like a groupal composition law. We shall adjust the phase soon.
The Fourier case (operations modulo N ).
If we compute directly the set of N 2 unitary operators V j i , with addition and multiplication modulo N, when N=2 and 3 (qubit and qutrit cases), we obtain respectively 3 subgroups with 2 elements and 4 subgroups with 3 elements (up to global phases). In general we expect thus that the N 2 unitary operators V j i form at least N + 1 distinct sets, of N − 1 elements, that (together with the identity) are closed under the composition law (up to global phases), and the identity (which corresponds to N + 1 subgroups). Moreover, on the basis of these examples, it is easy to check by direct computation that these N + 1 subgroups form a repetitive pattern: each of them can be diagonalized in a certain orthogonal basis (that consists of N states that we shall from now on label by an upper index i:
We know already the two first subgroups, they correspond to the the computational and the dual basis, and to the subgroupsP G and P G respectively. We find in dimensions 2 and 3 that, up to a global phase, the other subgroups can be parametrized as follows:
Let us assume (this will be proven later) that for arbitrary dimension, there exist N − 1 bases |e
k | up to a phase, and let us define the U operators as follows:
Obviously, the operators U form, under composition a commutative group isomorph toP F and P F , and to the addition modulo N. We must still fix the phases. In the Fourier construction, this can be done if we note that U
are fixed, in virtue of the law of composition 39, provided we know the phase relation between U
. Indeed, iterating l times the composition law 39, we get that
In order to fix the phase U
, it is enough to impose that U (i⊙ F N ) N = 1, so that we obtain the following relation:
Note that this relation is also valid for i = 1, which corresponds to the dual basis derived in the previous section. For i = 0, we define the operators U as follows:
, in agreement with the relation 40. One can check (we shall prove it later for an arbitrary group G) that the composition law for the U operators is, as expected, the following:
Now that we know the exact expression for the operators U, we can derive easily the N − 2 dual bases associated to the cyclic groups of length N that consist of powers of U (i⊙1) 1
By a straightforward but lengthy computation that we do not reproduce here, we obtain that T r.|e
which confirms our prime intuition about the existence of an orthonormal basis that diagonalizes the operators U (V ).
Actually, there is an elegant manner for reexpressing the operators U:
where the states |e 0,k p are defined as follows:
This shows that the basis that diagonalizes the operator U k l is Fourier dual (according to the construction described in the first section) relatively to a basis that is, up to well-chosen phases, the computational basis. De facto, the N − 2 new bases that we get by diagonalising the U k.l l operators (k = 1...N, l = 0...N − 1) are mutually unbiased relatively to the computational basis, because they are mutually unbiased relatively to the computational basis, up to phases:
At first sight the expression of these bases is very close to an expression derived in [11] for odd prime dimensions (see footnote 5). It is interesting to check whether these bases are also mutually unbiased relatively to the Fourier dual basis defined in Eqn.2. By a direct computation, we get that
The factor (1 − δ k−1,0 )δ (k−1).l,0 that appears in this expression is crucial: in prime dimensions, and in prime dimensions only,
because there is no divider of 0 excepted 0 itself (the multiplication forms a division ring). Then T r|e
and it is easy to show by similar computations that the N − 2 bases that we obtain by diagonalising the U operators are mutually unbiased relatively to the dual Fourier basis and also between themselves. Otherwise, when the dimension N is not a prime number, we obtain N −1 bases mutually unbiased relatively to the computational basis but not between themselves. Moreover, the U operators are not in one to one relation with the V operators, when the dimension is not prime. This is due to the fact that in our construction U ). The operators that belong to different subgroups are degenerated, this is why they can be diagonalized in different bases. Intuitively, we can understand the special role played by prime dimensions if we consider the relation between bases that differ from the computational one:
This suggests some cyclicity between the N dual bases e l j (l : 1...N, j : 0...N − 1), and, effectively, in prime dimensions a new symmetry appears, for which we did not find a better name than group-relativity. What does it consist of? Now that we have at our disposal an explicit expression (48) for these dual bases, we can evaluate the unitary transformation W k that maps the computational basis onto the kth basis:
We can thus reevaluate the situation from the point of view of the kth basis. For instance, we get that, up to phases, and up to a bijective redistribution of their N 2 labels, the error operators V m n are still error operators from the point of view of the kth basis:
.n−m . This relation is true in arbitrary dimension, but it is only in prime dimension that the redistribution of the labels is bijective. It is easy to explain this relation if we derive the V operators from the generalized Bell states defined in Eqn.7 as we shall do now, according to a standard procedure in quantum cryptography [12, 13] . This derivation also explains why the V operators can be viewed as error operators. Let us assume that Alice and Bob share the maximally entangled state |B 0 * ,0 AB = N p(p+N ) F , followed by a dual transformation similar to the transformation described in Eqn.2. It is easy to check, by direct computation, that the first transformation sends the Bell state |B n * ,m onto |B n * ,m−n(k−1) (up to a phase), and that the dual transformation sends, according to the Eqn.8, |B n * ,m−n(k−1) onto |B −m+n(k−1) * ,n (up to a phase). Accordingly, the V and U operators are bijectively intertwined when one passes from the computational basis to any of the N other bases that diagonalize these operators; for instance, V m n is mapped onto V n (k−1).n−m , up to a phase. This mapping is bijective only in prime dimensions. This explains the special role played by prime dimensions (or more generally by the existence of a field): the N + 1 bases are treated on the same footing. This also explains our empirical remark about the repetitive nature of the pattern obtained in prime dimensions 2 and 3 (at the beginning of this section).
Note that, by construction, we are free to redefine the labels of the basis states, up to arbitrary shifts. In prime dimensions we also are free to redefine these labels up to arbitrary dilations. We can also adopt for the value of γ F any Nth root of unity (γ j F = e i.j2π/N , j = 1...N − 1), without losing any of the properties that we obtained when we chose j = 1 (the powers of such numbers form a group isomorph to the addition modulo N, in prime dimensions only; for instance -1, which is also the fourth root of unity generates a cycle of length 2 but not of length 4). If we redefine the square root of unity the phase factors γ
. This shows that by adopting a new determination of the Nth root of unity, we simply relabellize the N − 1 dual bases obtained in our approach.
In conclusion, when the underlying algebraic structure is a finite field, we get an extremely symmetric ("group-relativistic") pattern: roughly speaking no basis and no basis state are privilegged.
The Hadamard case.
It is worth mentioning that similar properties are valid in the Hadamard case. Then, we fix the phases by requiring that the square of the operators U is the identity, which imposes that U
This is sufficient in order to obtain the right composition law for the operators U:
By direct computation, we find 5 (4+1) subgroups of 4 elements (3+ the identity) that are listed in the table 5, and are in agreement with the litterature on the subject. The three last lines are obtained from the products of the transformations that belong to the two first lines (P i and P j ). They are expressed as products of two qubit operators, for reasons of simplicity. These subgroups can be shown to be diagonal in 5 mutually unbiased bases |e k p (k=0,1,..5, p=0...3) that we do not reproduce here. Actually, it is possible in the double Hadamard case considered here (N = 4), but also in general, to obtain an explicit expression of all the mutually unbiased bases (when the dimension is a prime power) that is unambiguously determined by the tables of multiplication and addition of the underlying field as we shall show now. 
General expression of the mutually unbiased bases when
the dimension is a prime power.
Let us assume that the dimension is a prime power N = p m , so that there exists a field G with N elements, and two operations ⊙ G and ⊕ G . Let us define the U operators as follows: 
so that the relation 40 is still valid:
Let us now check by direct computation that the N bases obtained so are mutually unbiased.
We made use of the fact that there is no divider of 0 excepted 0 itself (the multiplication ⊙ G forms a division ring) 5 . For i = 0, we define the operators U as follows:
k |, in agreement with the relation 57. These operators are diagonal in the computational basis which, obviously, is mutually unbiased relatively to the N other bases.
Beside, the N 2 U operators are equal, up to a phase, to the V operators which are defined as usually by the relation
The phase relation is the following:
Note that it differs slightly from the phase relation introduced in the Fourier case, without remarkable consequence, excepted a gain in simplicity in the present case.
Actually, we recover the Fourier case by posing formally N =0 in the expression 48, the Hadamard phase convention by replacing −1 by (−1) −1 , and the Ivanovic solution for odd primes value of N [3] (they differ by a power 2, but 2 is not a divider of 0 in odd prime dimensions, so that the solutions are equivalent, up to a bijective relabelling of the bases). Note that as the Bell states are defined as a product of contra-covariant states, such phases puzzles are automatically solved in that case. It is our belief anyhow that there is no "good" phase convention.
The U operators form a group, whenever they admit the same eigenbasis, in accordance with the relation 57 as we shall check now.
Henceforth, when (i 1 − 1) = (i 2 − 1) = (i − 1), we obtain:
3 Quantum tomography.
It is easy to check that the simple Hadamard case and the Fourier case for N = 2 are equivalent, and that we recover the well-known Pauli operators. Our approach provides thus a simple way to generalize these operators to arbitrary dimensions, although we obtain a maximal set of mutually unbiased bases only for certain dimensions. Anyhow, the set of bases that we obtain, for instance through the Fourier approach, in arbitrary dimension, makes it possible to derive a set of at least N + 1 bases, mutually unbiased relatively to the computational basis, which allow us to make a complete tomography of an arbitrary quantum state. For instance, it is easy to show that the following equivalence is fulfilled: 
+ .L). Formally, if we express the density matrix as a N 2 dimensional state, the previous identity is equivalent to the fact that the Bell states form an orthonormal basis. The same development is valid for what concerns the U operators, provided we defined as many subgroups of N U operators as there are bases that diagonalize the V operators (there are certainly N + 1 + i of them with i positive, and equal to zero for prime dimensions only). We can always define the U operators in such a way that they are equal to the V operators up to a phase, then they allow us to perform tomography:
In particular, when L represents an arbitrary density matrix, we can obtain a complete knowledge about it by measuring the N 2 − 1 operators V Our treatment of the Fourier case, valid in arbitrary dimensions, confirms that, according to the reference [11] , if we want to perform tomography of a quantum state with a minimal number of bases (N + 1), it is necessary that these N + 1 bases are mutually unbiased (informationnally independent). Indeed, when the dimension is not prime, the data collected in one basis allow us to gather by inference some information about the data collected in other bases so that these data are not independent. In order to evaluate the density matrix, we must evaluate N 2 − 1 independent positive parameters, so that when our data are not independent we need more than N + 1 bases (N + 1 + i) in order to collect all the necessary information. Of course, tomography is possible in arbitrary dimensions, and it is not obligatory to measure the state in mutually unbiased bases. The procedure is simply a bit easier and cheaper in prime dimension.
Back to quantum cryptography.
If we consider seriously the option according to which the symmetries studied here tell us something deep about the quantum world, about quantum information and so on, it is worth mentioning two interesting properties of the Bell states.
The first one is a kind of convexity property. We studied it in the framework of quantum cryptography, a research that was essentially motivated by the results of N. Cerf on cloning machines [12] . Roughly speaking, the property is the following. Let us assume (see our remarks about error operators in a previous section) that during an attack performed by Eve on a given protocol, she replaces the state |B 0 * ,0 AB = N −1/2 N −1 k=0 |k * A |k B initially shared by Alice and Bob by a state |Ψ ABEE ′ that is invariant under a group P G of permutations of the labels of Alice and Bob's basis states of the type studied here, for instance cyclic shifts of the labels of the states in a reference basis ψ. Then it is easy to show that such a state belongs to a three-parameters family of states:
where by definition
Usually, when Eve tries to extract information about Alice's and Bob's states, she must optimize constructive and destructive interferences in her own detectors, in correlation with Alice and Bob's detectors. This is a typical quantum coherence effect. Now, the families of states derived in Eqn.63 do not interfere with each other, and, as we showed in [14] for the modulo N operations: Eve's information is majorated by the information that she would get by realizing the state |Ψ
,⊖n * EE ′ with probability P i , where
Actually, from Eve's perspective, everything happens as if different families of (products of) Bell states were separated by a classical super-selection rule.
As a consequence, Eve will maximize her information by choosing a cloning state that obeys Cerf's ansatz [12] :
this state is biorthogonal in the Bell bases |B ψ m * ,n AB and |B ψ m * ,n EE ′ . The second property is an interesting symmetry that was derived by N. Cerf for the modulo N operations, and according to which such states are also biorthogonal in the Bell bases |B ψ m * ,n AE and |B ψ m * ,n BE ′ . This fact is based on the following identity, a Fourier like relation:
We proved it for the Galois field with 4 elements in the ref. [1] and it is easy to convince oneself that the proof is valid for general structures G. This property is important in cryptography, because it is a duality relation from which it is easy to derive a general trade-off relation between Eve and Bob's information [12] , but it also reveals a deep complementarity. This complementarity is the following: when the entanglement of a system A with a system B increases, the purity of the reduced state of A obtained by tracing out B's degrees of freedom, decreases. This duality property provides a new, modern, interpretation of the Bohrian complementarity between unbiased observables [17] . For instance, the erasure of coherence that appears when the which-way information increases, in two-slits like experiments, could be explained in terms of entanglement only, and not by invoking an hypothetic stochastic disturbance that would be brought by the (supposedly classical) measurement process. To our knowledge, this complementarity has not yet been studied from a "Bell state" perspective.
Conclusions and comments.
We obtained thus a generalization, valid in arbitrary dimension, of the Pauli operators. Actually, we rederived in a straightforward manner the well-known error operators that found numerous applications in quantum cryptography [12, 13] , and in quantum information theory [9] . This construction is valid whenever certain ingredients are present: existence of two commutative relations between N elements: an addition (that forms a group) and a multiplication, distributive relatively to the addition, but also existence of a representation of these groups by a complex phase γ G , such that the following properties are true: γ
p=0 γ (p⊙ G q) = Nδ q,0 and so on. It is out of the scope of the present paper to study in detail all the structures that are present here. For instance it would be worth investigating in depth the role played by fields in this context and the stronger symmetries that appear when the multiplication is a division ring, and also understanding better the interrelation between fields and mutually unbiased bases (what we did but maybe not with all the requested degree of generality). Note that we checked by direct computation that the bases that we obtained in the Fourier construction for dimensions 2 and 3, and in the Hadamard construction for dimensions 2 and 4 coincide with the results that can be found in the litterature. We expect a full agreement for arbitrary dimensions when these dimensions are powers of primes (odd or even) [3, 4] . It is out of the scope of the present paper to treat more in detail the situation when the dimensions are powers of primes (m larger than 1, N different from 4), because the corresponding multiplication is somewhat complex and sophisticated.
As we mentioned in the previous section, the Bell state approach makes it possible to attack the question of security of quantum cryptography, and also deeper questions related to the complementarity principle [17] . It also learns us something that we believe to be fundamental about the nature of information [18] . Note that we were able recently to derive an elegant solution for the mean king's problemthe mean king's problem [5, 6, 7, 8] . Certainly, this chapter is not closed yet.
There remains another puzzling, open, question: we wrote in the second section that, roughly speaking, all bases are treated on the same footing. this is not absolutely true. Obviously the computational basis plays a privilegged role in our approach. It would be worth finding the larger structure (if it exists) that would be (this is just a vague intuition at this level) self-similar, when one repeats all the previously described construction, leaving from one arbitrary basis. Anyhow, it is certain that there is much more to say about the kind of structures that we sketched in the present work.
It is on these questions that we leave the reader, and with a personal remark for which we shall use the "I" form instead of the academic "we" form: 
